Abstract. The main results of this paper are the construction of some new selfdual locally compact Abelian groups and the proof of a structure theorem for a certain class of such groups. The construction is based on an investigation of when the extension of a compact Abelian group by its dual yields a self-dual group. It turns out that such extensions can be described algebraically ; the structure theorem follows from an analysis of the algebraic description.
[April self-adjoint; that can be arranged in every known case. In what follows, this property off will be assumed.
(B) In each case, G can be written as Gx x G2, where G2 is finite and Gx is a selfdual group with a compact subgroup isomorphic to its own annihilator. (Recall that G has a compact open subgroup.) In what follows, we shall assume for convenience that G itself contains a compact subgroup isomorphic to its own annihilator.
Some remarks about hypotheses (A) and (B) may be in order. It is not hard to devise examples of self-dual groups with non-self-adjoint isomorphisms; I do not know, however, of an example for which there is not also a self-adjoint isomorphism. As for (B), it seems a quite reasonable conjecture that it is a consequence of (A).
Even with hypotheses (A) and (B), it is not true that the constructions 1-5 suffice to find all self-dual groups, as we shall see. However, one can find a general construction, based on the following result: Theorem 1.1. Let f: G0 -s-G* be a self-adjoint isomorphism and let //£ G0 be a closed subgroup with Hl^f(H). Then H¡fi~1(H1) is self-dual under the self-adjoint mapf~ induced by f.
Proof. Glfi-^H1) has as dual lfi~1(H1)]1=fi(H); hence H/f-^H1) has as duálf(H)l(Hlf-1(H1-))1=f(H)IH1. The self-adjointness of Fis easy to check.
We shall show that for any self-dual group G satisfying hypotheses (A) and (B), there exists a group G0, of a reasonably well-specified type, and a subgroup H of G0 such that G=f(H)lf~1(H1), as in Theorem 1.1. The approach is as follows:
G is an extension of a compact group by its dual; we analyze the cocycle giving rise to that extension. In the process, we obtain an algebraic characterization of G.
All groups to be used in this paper are Abelian; with the exception of the circle group T, the group operation on them is +. On some occasions, we shall regard the cyclic group with pn elements, C(pn), and the group Z(/?°°) = Z[l//?]/Zas subgroups of Ô/Z; the coset representatives will be understood to be in the interval ( -h il The action of G on its dual is written as < , >.
We conclude this section by showing that it was indeed legitimate to consider only the case where G contains a compact open subgroup. The following theorem proves even mere. Theorem 1.2. Suppose G = RnxG0~Rmx Gl5 where G0 and Gy contain compact open subgroups. Then m = n and G0 = GxProof. For a proof that m = n, see [3, Theorem 24.30] . The rest of the theorem is trivial when GQ is compact; then C0 = set of compact elements of G, and so G0 = Gx. It is also easy when G0 is discrete; then G0 and Gx have one element each in every component of G. The general result now follows from these remarks and the 5-lemma [6, p. 85].
2. Some lemmas. The lemmas in this section will be used later in the paper; they have only limited interest in their own right. Lemma 2.1. Let G0 be an Abelian group whose torsion subgroup is a direct summand, and let F be a finite Abelian group.
(a) If G is such that 0 -> F ->-G0 -> G ->• 0 is exact, then the torsion subgroup of G is a direct summand.
(b) If G is such that 0 -> £ -»■ G -*■ G0 -> 0 is exact, then the torsion subgroup of G is a direct summand.
Proof, (a) is trivial, since £storsion group of G0. (b) The dual of the theorem is that if G* is the direct sum of a divisible subgroup D and a totally disconnected subgroup T, then so is any finite extension of G*. It suffices to prove this for an extension by a cyclic subgroup C(«). The extension G* is defined by giving a coset representative y for a generator x of C(«) (see [2, §15.3] , for details). Because D is divisible, we may pick y so that ny e T. This shows that G* = £©a cyclic extension of £; the extension is also totally disconnected, since T is open in it. This proves the lemma. Lemma 2.2. Suppose G = G0® £=ná(G"; Ha), where F is a cyclic group of order pn. Then one of the Ga contains a cyclic direct summand of order pn.
Proof. Let x generate £. In terms of the restricted direct product, x = (..., xa,... ), say, where almost all the xa are in Ha. Now write xa=ya+za,
where ya e G0 and za 6 £• 2a xa = x, and projection on £ is continuous; therefore 2« za=x. Since £ is finite, almost every za must be 0 and one of the nonzero terms must generate £. Say it is zß. Then in GB, Zz¡¡ is a cyclic subgroup of order/?" and a direct summand (the other summand could be {ae Gß : the projection of a on £ is 0}).
Note that the same result clearly holds for a finite direct product as well. Proof. We are given G in the form of a compact open subgroup N, coset representatives h for each element h of H, and a cocycle/ (See, e.g., [2, §15.2] for a discussion of how these items determine G.) Let our extension of H* by N* be K; in K, we have coset representatives n* for each element n* of N*, and a cocycle/*.
We define a map \ji: K^-G* as follows:
On H*, <\> is the natural isomorphism onto NL^G*; <\>(n*) is the character of G given by <0(«*), n> = <n*, n>, <[ifi(n*), h}=g(n*, h) (gis as in (3.1)); 0 is extended on the H* cosets of K by linearity. Some simple computations show that ift is well-defined and a homomorphism; for instance, to show that </>(n*) is a character, note that <</<("*), (*i+*a)> = g(", hx + h2) = g(n, hx)g(n, h2)<[n,f(hx, n2)> = <<l>(n*),hx+h2+fi(hx,h2)y. lfi/j(k) = 0, then </<&) = 0 on 7Y and hence k e H*; also, </i(/c) = 0 on H, and so & = 0.
Hence ¡/r is 1-1. ^ is open and continuous because >¡>\H* is. Finally, if x e G is such that <p(K) J_ x, then ïëJV (since <ji(H*) = NL), and hence x=0 (since otherwise <</i(/i*), x>^l for some n*). Therefore 4>(K) is dense in G*; it follows that if> is an somorphism.
The two extensions are thus determined by the function g; conversely, it is easily checked that any function g: N* x H* -> T such that (3.2) 0) f^t?'^ is linear inn;
determines a dual pair of extensions. We shall call such a function a coaxle (since it connects two cocycles). The next lemma shows when coaxles are equivalent.
Lemma 3.2. Two coaxles gx, g2 determine the same extension o 3 functions bx. N* ->■ H* and b2: H-> N such that gx(n*, h)=g2(n*, h)(bx(n), n></?2(n), n*>. In particular, the trivial coaxles are of the form <¿i(n*), h)(b2(h), n*>. The coaxles mod trivial coaxles form a group isomorphic to the subgroup of H2(N, H) determining Abelian extensions.
Proof. The second half is obvious, given the first; the first half is easily checked by brute force.
The following lemmas are useful in analyzing coaxles:
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that N* = Jiaesi N* and H= 2/¡e# He and that g is a coaxle on A* x H; then there exist coaxles g'aß on each NÍ x Hß such that g is equivalent to g', where g'(2 "*, 2 hß) = \~[a,ß g'aßin*, hß).
Proof. For each «* of A*, define bn¿ as described before Theorem 3.1; then F| bn-a can serve as b% ".. Hence g is equivalent to g", where g"(2 na, h) = F]« £«(«*«). Repeat this argument with H to get the result. Lemma 3.5. Let 0-s-A->-GJ^.
£->-0 be an exact sequence, and ¡et g be a coaxle on N*x H which gives this extension. Suppose M and K are subgroups of N* and H respectively. The restriction of g to M x K gives the extension of'A/A/1 by K which is isomorphic to 0"1(£)/A/1.
Proof. If M = N*, considering the cocycles makes the lemma clear; if K=H, the lemma follows from dualizing the first half (or, again, from arguments on cocycles). Now put these two statements together.
4. Symmetric coaxles. The case of greatest interest to us in this paper is that in which N* = H. Theorem 4.1. The extension of N by N* described by the coaxle g is self-dual o g is equivalent to a symmetric coaxle g' ii.e., g' satisfies g'inf, n*)=g\n*, nf)).
Proof. <= is trivial. For =>, suppose that the associated cocycles / and/* differ by a coboundary c. Then we may write /*(«*, «*)=/(«*> «*) + c(«f + «|) -c(«f ) -c(«|). Let giint, «*)=#(«*» «*)<c(«*), «*>; then g and gx, are equivalent, and the cocycles fi,f* associated with gx are identical. Thus we may assume/=/*. Now let k(n*, «*) = g("i, n*)lg(n*, nf).
It is easily checked that k is antisymmetric (i.e., /t(«f, «*) = 1 and kint, n*)kint, nf) = I) and bilinear. Suppose that we can write kin*x, n*) = linf, «f)//(«|, «?), where / is bilinear. Then ginf, «*)//(«*, «*) is symmetric and equivalent to g, and the theorem is proved. Thus we must prove that / exists. By Proposition 6.1 of [5] , k can be written in the form Knt,nt) = '^ §^kxin*x,nt),
where kx is both symmetric and antisymmetric and is constant on the cosets of 2A*. [Note: there is a typographical error in the statement of the proposition cited above; its conclusion should read, "Then /1
(G) = £(2)(G)-(^(G) n £(G))."]
It now suffices to show that 3/i : kxinx, n2) = lxinf, n*)jlxin*, nf).
We may regard kx as defined on N*¡2N*, and hence it suffices to prove the theorem in the case where N* is a direct sum of two-element groups. Let N* = ~2aeJSr N*, where each N* has two elements. Since kx is bilinear, we have kxÇE, na, 2 tnB) = a,ekxaß(na, mß), where the sums and products are really finite. We know that kxaß(na, mß)kxua(me, "«)=!> also k1<ia = I, as a quick calculation shows. Well-order sé; set ¡x(2 xa, 1yß) = J.a<ßkxaß(xa, y8). The theorem follows.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose N=Y\aesa Na, and g is a symmetric coaxle on N*xN*. Then 3 coaxles gaB on N*xN,f, with gaB=gBa and gaa symmetric, such that the coaxle g'(2 n*, 2 m*) = a.ßgaß(n*, m*) is equivalent to g.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, g is equivalent to a product of gaS's. Because g \Na x Na is equivalent to gaa (by Lemma 3.5) and g is symmetric, we may take gaa to be symmetric. A similar argument shows that we may take gaß(n*, m^)=gßa(mf, n*).
The problem of finding all self-adjoint extensions of a compact group by its dual now becomes the problem of finding all symmetric coaxles. In the next two sections, we give one classification of symmetric coaxles. In the remainder of this section, we give examples of symmetric coaxles; later we shall give one which describes a new self-dual group.
The problem of finding symmetric coaxles on C(pm)xC(qn) is not difficult; one can either use the defining relations (3.2) or the extensions themselves. The proof involves straightforward computations and will be omitted. Lemma 4.4. Every coaxle of (Z(/?°°) x Z(qoe)), with p^q, is trivial. If p=q, every coaxle is equivalent to one of the form g(a, b) = x(kab)for some k e Zp, where X is the canonical character on Zp (see, for instance, [7, /? . 66], for details).
Proof. Suppose first that p^q. Then we need to show that every extension of Zp by Z(qx) is trivial. Because multiplication by q is an automorphism of Zp, multiplication by a is a homeomorphism of the coset of a e Z(qx) onto the coset of qa. It follows that if a is of order qn, then there is a unique element a in the coset of a with qna=0. The elements a form a group (because of the uniqueness) which splits the extension ; this proves the theorem in that case.
For p=q, one can give a similar argument (looking at the extensions), or reason as follows: restricted to C(pn) x C(pn),fi(a, b) can be written as
where cx: Z(pn) -* Zp, c2: Z(pn) -*■ Zp, and keZp is determined mod/?"-1.
Now take limits.
The coaxle g(a,b)=x(kxPnab), with kx a unit of Zp, determines an extension = C(/?n) © Op» with the compact subgroup equal to the closure of the group generated by (l//?n, kx). For « = co (or k = 0), the extension splits.
A characterization.
Our characterization of the self-dual groups under discussion follows from the following extension theorem: Theorem 5.1. Let g be a symmetric coaxle on GxG. Then there exists an Abelian group G0 and a symmetric coaxle on G0 x G0 such that:
(1) G^Gq, andg0 extendsg. (2) The torsion subgroup of G0 is divisible iand hence a direct summand).
Proof. Let Gx be the minimal divisible extension of G. Consider all pairs (Ga,ga) such that G^Ga^Gx and ga is a symmetric coaxle on GaxGa which extends g. Then Zorn's lemma shows that there is a maximal pair (G0, g0). We now have to show that the torsion subgroup of G0 is divisible. If not, then G0 contains a cyclic direct summand H0 s C(/?n) for some prime /? (see, for instance, [4, Theorem 9]), and we may thus write G0 = H0@ Hx. Let H00 be a cyclic group of order pn+1. We now show that g0 can be extended to G00 = H00 © Hx; from this, the theorem follows. The extension of g0 takes place in two steps : first we show that a coaxle equivalent to g0 can be extended. For the first half, let b be a trivial symmetric coaxle. Then there are functions Cx, C2: G0-> G* such that bixx,y^^^C^x^y^f)(C2ix2), xxy. Furthermore, since b is symmetric, the map (x1; j?2)-> <C1(x1)-C2(x1), y2; is symmetric and bilinear. Thus we may write bixx,y2) = <C2ixx), y2}(C2iy2), xx}Bixx, y2), where B is symmetric and bilinear. Extending C2 to G0u is trivial, since every character of G0 extends to a character of G00 ; the problem is extending B.
On H0© Hx, we may write £(«0, hx, «i, «i) = £0(«o, «0)£i(«o, h'x)Bxihx, h'0)B2ihx, hx).
B2 does not need extending. For B0, note that £0(«0, «ó) = exp i2tripn+kh0h'0) extend this to £0o by using the same definition. (This extension is not necessarily bilinear, but it is a coaxle.) That leaves us with Bx ; on it, we use a compactness argument. Let k0=p~n and kx=p~n~1. Then Bx is determined by the values of AQix) = B(k0, hx) for hxe Hx. We will define the extension £01 of Bx by Boximkx, hx) = [B0Xikx, «,)]m; thus Boxikx, hx) will be a pth root of AQix). For each hx e Hx, let £(«i) denote the set of pth roots of AQtx), with the discrete topology, and let S=Tlh1eH1 S (hi). For each finite set T of elements of Hx, let Cit)={a e S: on the subgroup generated by £, the function given by a is a coaxle}. It is easily checked that C(£) is closed and nonempty; the sets C(£) satisfy the finite intersection property, since C(£, u T2)çCiTx) n C(£2). By Tihonov'stheorem, 3a e (~)T C(£). Let Boxikx,hx) = aihx). So now we need only extend some coaxle equivalent to g0. We may therefore assume that g0(h0, n». ; h'Q, h[) =/0(n0, h'Q)fix(hQ, Ai)/, (hx, h'0)fi2(hx, h'x). Also, by Lemma 4.3, we may assume that fi0(h0, h'0) = exp (2-nipTh0h'0) for some r. Extend/0 to H00 by using the same definition ;/2 does not need to be extended. As for fi, it defines an extension K0 of Hx by H0. To extend it, we need to show that there is an extension K00 of Hx by H00 whose restriction to H00 is K0. This is easy. Let k0 generate H0, and suppose that k0 is a coset representative of k0 in K0. We extend K0 by C(p) to obtain K00; the cocycle defining this relation is given by (a¡p, b\p) = k0 if a + b > \; = -k0 if a+b = -±; = 0 otherwise. The theorem follows.
We can now apply Theorem 5.1 to get a classification theorem for some self-dual groups. (5) N^N0^G', and, if<j>: G0 -> G* is the isomorphism from (4), then G'ft-^G) S G.
Proof. We let A7* be the group of Theorem 5.1. Because the torsion subgroup of Nó* is divisible, it is a direct sum of Z(pco)'s and is itself a direct summand. Let the other direct summand be Ni* ; Ng is the /?-primary component of the torsion subgroup of Ni*. Let G0 be the extension of N0 by N¿* obtained from the coaxle g0, and let Gp be the extension of N* by N* obtained by restricting g0.
The coaxle g0 may be written as a product of coaxles, each connecting some N? with a N*. If7= 1, then N¡ is divisible; as a result, every extension splits and the corresponding coaxle is trivial. If j^k, then Lemma 4.4 shows that the coaxle is trivial. Property (4) follows; (l)-(3) are clear. For property (5), use Lemma 3.5.
Theorem 5.2 provides a sort of characterization of the self-dual groups satisfying hypotheses (A) and (B). In the next section,we show why certain simpler characterizations would be unsatisfactory.
6. An example. In this section, we exhibit a self-dual group G which cannot be constructed by the methods 1-5 listed in §1. The example seems to indicate that a classification theorem along the lines of Theorem 5.2 is really necessary.
To describe the group G we give a discrete group N* and a symmetric coaxle on N* x N*. Pick a prime/?, and let Nf be the cyclic group on pi elements. Regard
